
 
 
 

 

 Stoke Celebration News 

3rd December 2021 

We CELEBRATE children for showing progress in their learning and for shining in a particular area. 
 

Our Super STARS of the Week:  
Owls: Elsie for showing Super Sapphire Power when listening to new information and retaining it as well as fab-
ulous Topaz Power during collaborative activities.  
 
Oaks: Olivia T for amazing effort in every subject and for super singing and cool dance moves in KIRF’s! 
 
Acorns: Acorns Class for FANTASTIC behaviour during their class trip to Bristol Zoo. For always listening to an 
adult, keeping safe and engaging with discussions about the animals and enclosures with their peers. 
 
Bluebells Reception: Theo M for showing Spectacular Sapphire Power in his learning this week and remaining 
focused during adult led activities! 
 

Our Wonderful WRITERS of the Week: 
Owls: Olivia H for using her Adventurous Emerald Power to include modal verbs and relative pronouns in her 
recount.  
 
Oaks: Jack L for using excellent Emerald Power in writing his defeat the monster tale.  
 
Acorns: Thea for using her Dedicated Diamond Power to remember her sentence tools and write some fantas-
tic sentences in her phonics lessons! 
 
Bluebells Reception: Jasper for using his Dedicated Diamond Power to write a fantastic sentence about The 
Gingerbread Man! 
 

Our Marvellous MATHEMATICIANS of the Week: 
Owls: Maddison for her Super Sapphire Power to stay focused when learning and explaining about Square 
Numbers.  
 
Oaks: Charlie-Rose for using Super Emerald Power in working out equal groupings for Oaks multiplication topic.  
 
Acorns: Dorothy for using her Excellent Emerald Power to master her 5 times tables, and use them to count up 
to 200! Fantastic! 
 

 Our Roarsome READERS of the Week: 
Owls: Jake for showing fantastic Emerald Power when choosing and reading a challenging book. 
 
Oaks: Jayden for Super Sapphire effort with his reading this week.  
 
Acorns: Billy H for using his Excellent Emerald Power to master his set 2 phonemes, and using them to blend 
words when he is reading at school and at home! 
 


